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Within the last two years, extensive theoretical and experimental effort has been devoted to the problem of two dimensional superconducting networks in a magnetic field [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Although much of this interest is concerned with the problem of disordered systems at the percolation threshold [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , considerable theoretical attention has been given to the problem of an infinite regular wire grid [5-7a,12] , and interesting properties as a function of applied field H have been predicted. Recent experiments by Pannetier et aL [ 13] on such a regular system provide further stimulation to renew study of this problem.
Previously, most analyses of this problem have centred on the solution of the linearized Landau-Ginzburg equations for the superconducting wave function on the wire links [5, 7a,12] . Although such a mean field like treatment may be expected to determine the temperature at which a decrease from the normal state resistance begins, the absence of long range order in two dimensions means fluctuation effects must be included. We expect, as has been predicted and observed in other 2D superconducting systems [ 16] , that below the mean field transition temperature there remains a flux flow resistive tail due to field induced and thermally excited vortex fluctuations. In this paper we derive the qualitative behaviour of the phase boundary of the true resistive transition where these resistive tails vanish. A general fluctuating non linear LandauGinzburg model is considered and found to yield rich behaviour equivalent to that previously predicted for Josephson junction arrays [14, 15] . Considerations [5] , is equivalent to the problem of non interacting tight binding electrons in a magnetic field first studied by Azbel [18] and later by Hofstadter [19] . The reduction in 7~ for finite f is proportional to the increase in the lowest band edge of this electronic problem. The resulting mean field phase boundary, as obtained from Hofstadter's work, is shown in figure la. Although the boundary is very singular, having cusps at all rational f, 7~(/) is still finite and continuous everywhere. Similar results have been obtained from a molecular field analysis of a constant amplitude approximation to (1) by Shih and Stroud [20] . We note that the mean field transition temperatures are such that the inequality a/~S 1 is satisfied along the phase boundary of figure la. We return to this point when considering the importance of vortex fluctuations.
The constant amplitude approximation is obtained from (1) by writing .pi = gi ei8i and fixing all amplitudes gi = 1. The resulting Hamiltonian has the form where F(0) is some, potential periodic in 2 7r. This model belongs to the class of uniformly frustrated X Y models studied in references [14] and [15] . The (3) and is dramatically different from the Gaussian prediction (Fig. la) .
We now show that the same arguments that applied for the Josephson array continue to hold for the general Hamiltonian (1) [19] work by noting that the width of the lowest band obeys a similar relation [21] . The Gaussian model, however, fails to obey the assumption (11) regarding Tc (Fig. la) The results of the Gaussian (mean field) model (Fig. la) should still remain meaningful as being the approximate temperature where resistance rises to saturate to its high T limit. However, the phase boundary of the true resistive transition, where a non zero linear d.c. resistance first appears, should be as in figure lb. The implications for the resulting network resistance have been fully discussed in reference [15] . The arguments presented above are completely generalizable to three dimensions in the case where the field is aligned parallel to one of the grid axes. This conclusion is supported by recent 3D Monte Carlo study by Shih et al. [23] .
Physically, the origin of the phase diagram lb, is linked to the vortex lattice of circulating currents induced by a non zero H [14, 15] . The commensurability of this vortex lattice with the underlying periodicity of the wire net, as measured by q where plq = Ha2/~o, determines the relative strength of the effective pinning of the vortices. As T increases, the vortices unpin and their motion gives rise to flux flow resistance. This points to an important bound required to see the effects discussed above. When a temperature T* is reached such that ~/!~(T*) ~ 1 (where Çs is the mean field correlation length) then the effective core of a vortex exceeds the size of a unit cell [6] and the vortex should be regarded as unpinned. T* thus serves as an additional upper bound on the true resistive transition at finite H, which in some cases might preempt the commensurability effects discussed above. It is thus necessary to look below T *, and hence below the mean field transition temperatures, to see these effects. A second important requirement for observation of commensurability effects is that irregularities in the lattice be small. Impurity pinning due to irregularities should widen the infinitely sharp spikes of figure 1b into bands of finite width and wash out some of the fine structure of the phase diagram. We have no way at present to estimate the strength of pinning due to lattice irregularities.
Finally we make two observations regarding the recent experiments on a uniform 2D honeycomb grid of wires which have been performed by Pannetier et al. [13] . Firstly, we note that for a graph of R(H) at one fixed T &#x3E; Tco they observe sharp minima at integer f and minima at f = 1/3, 2/3 ( f = a2 R/~o)' The appearance of minima at non integer f 'is consistent with the behaviour predicted above. However, the absence of a minimum at.f =1/2 is in contrast to what has been observed experimentally in square Josephson arrays [24] . Pannetier Fig. la) . Their data appears to be in the mean field range and hence their analysis consistent. However, on the basis of a constant amplitude approximation, a stronger statement can be made. For f = 1/2 and constant amplitude, the problem is that of the fully frustrated 2D XY model considered in reference [14] . The ground state maps onto a neutral configuration of + 1/2, -1/2 Coulomb charges on the dual lattice. For a square lattice the ground state consists of an ordered lattice of alternating + 1/2, -1/2 charges, is doubly degenerate, and was found to melt at a relatively high 7~ with Ising exponents [14] . For a honeycomb wire grid however, the charges sit on the dual triangular lattice. The analogy with an Ising antiferromagnet (+ 1/2 = T, -1/2 = 1) found for the square lattice, applied now to the triangular case [25] suggests a low melting temperature for the ground state vortex lattice. Thus for the honeycomb wire grid, no minimum at f = 1/2 should be expected, even in the resistive tails, below the mean field transition. Secondly, we note that they estimate a/~S (T = 0) ~ 10 while for the lowest value of the mean field transition temperature (at f = 1/2) a/~S ~ 0.6. It should therefore be possible to conduct measurements in the range a/~S &#x3E; 1, and thus if their system is sufficiently pure, it may be suitable to investigate the effects predicted above.
